This second theorem will be employed in a follow-up paper to prove a longstanding conjecture of Bagemihl and Seidel [2, p. 99] and to extend a recent result of L.W. Brinn [6].
Introduction
For n ) L, let B, and,S"-r be the open unit ball {llrll < L} and its bounding sphere {llrll : 1} in n-dimensional Euclidean space .E'1 and, let Y be a compact metric space. For a continuous function f , B" --+ Y and a point ( in ,S'-r, the radial cluster set of f at e, denoted /o((), is the nonempty continuum in Y consisting of the limit points of all the convergent sequences {/(r-O}, where {r-} is a real-valued sequence increasing to 1. This function /o defined on ,9'-r with values in C(Y) (the collection of nonempty subcontinua of Ir) is called the radial c/usfer set function for f . The collection C(I') is a closed subset of the compact metric space 2v (the collection of nonempty closed subsets of Y ) endowed with the Hausdorffmetric which is naturally induced on 2Y by the metric of Y. (A short discussion of the "hyperspace" 2Y is given in Section 3). Some topological properties of ;e were investigated by F. Bagemihl and W. Seidel in 1954-1955 ([2] and [3] ) and by F. Bagemihl [12] in 1985, we a^re able now to prove the relevant interpolation theorems needed to resolve these problems. The selection theorem that is used in our paper is given below as Theorem 3.5.
Before stating our main theorems, Iet us set down some notation. General- [14, pp. 3aa-3a5] In the initial part of this section we define these spaces precisely a^nd give some relevant results concerning them. The last part of the section will be devoted to properties of radial cluster set functions "fo.
The collection of all nonempty, closed sets in Y is denoted by 2v. For the purposes of the present section, the space Y will be assumed to be compact. The collection C(f) will denote the subset of 2Y consisting of the connected sets (that is, continua). [8] and [16] , respectively).
When k > 2, the point oo is not a local cut point of ,Se. That is, the set N\ {-} is connected for each connected neighborhood N of m. We shall call a member K of C(Sk) an oo-free continuumif it does not contain the point m.
The following theorem appears in the first cited reference for the case & : 2. The proof is elementaryl and, the statement is false when & : 1.
The locally connected continua are characterized as the continuous images of the unit interval r (see the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz-sierpinski theorem [15, p. 2bo] For ease of exposition, we make the following definition.
Deffnition. Let (ff,S) be a simplicial complex a,nd I/ be a space. For / in C(K,Y) we define the oscillation of f with respect to ,S to be the number ,s(il = max {osc"(/) : o e S}.
Let us turn now to dimension. The theory of dimension for separable, metrizable spaces is well developed and can be found in [13] . We shall be dealing with spaces X whose dimensions dimX are intuitively obvious. The following theorem gives a characterization. (/(c) ,g(r)) < e holds for aII x in X, the equality f(r) : g(r) holds for r in X\ f-'lcl,thevalue 9(c) is containedin G for x in f-rlc) andy isnotin slxl.
Interpolation by radial cluster set functions
We shall need three types of continuous homotopies. The first corresponds to two continuous functions ps and 91 from X into Et , the second to two continuous functions ås and h1 from X into S* \ {*}, and the third to pairs of continuous functions g: X --+ J?& and g: X ---+ C(So).
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that go and !1 are continuous mappings of X into Rk . Then, there is a homotopy p.: X x I ----Rk satisfying p(*,0) : 9o(r) and p(*, 1) : 9r(r), sucå that u -11-t o p, satisfies reX, llz(c,s) -r(r,t)ll < M llgo(") -g'(")ll for all r in X and all s, t in I.
(Recall that M is the Lipschitz constant corresponding to the inverse of the stereographic projection fI: ,S& \ {*} --Ao.)
Proof. Let p,(u,r) : (1 -r)so(r) -ts{*) for (r,t) in X x.I.
For the second type of homotopy, let ä6 and å1 be continuous functions from X into S& \ {o"} and consider the closed set D: {* € X: lläs(c) -är(r)ll < t}.
For each x in D, there is a unique geodesic from äs(r) to å1(c) Finally, extend a to (X x {0, i}) u ((A n E) x /) by letting o(c,0) : ho(a) and a(c,1) : hr(r), r € X, and then apply the Tietze Extension Theorem [13, p. 82] to complete the proof. We shall have need of the next lemma concerning ä6 and h1 .
Lemma 5.3. Let hs and h1 be continuous mappings of X into Su \ {*} suchthat lläo(r) -är(r)ll ( 1 for x in X. If Proof. Obviously, the uniquegeodesic joining ä6(c) and ä1(c) in ,Se does not contain oo. Consequently, there is a natural way to construct the homotopy o.
In order to construct the third homotopy mentioned at the beginning of this section, we will need some auxiliary propositions.
Proposition 5.4. Let h: X -. Sk and l:: X --+ 2sk be continuous funcfions. Then, there is a continuous function $: X --+ Zsr such that, for each x in X , $(a) c g(u), h(r) e g(x), and d(ö(*),,b@)) < 2 disr (lr(r), ,b@)).
If, for some t, ,!@) is in C(^9&) , then $(a) can be ensured to be in C(Sk) atso.
Prcof. Let p: X -» R be the continuous function defined by p(*) -dist (ntd,rh(r) [0, 3] It(f,g,s,f): 1r!j,g,3-t*s), (s,t) e [0, 4] Lemma 5.6. Suppose that (K,,9) is a simplicial complex and that the functions l: in C(K,C(S*)) and g in C(K,RL) aresuchthat ä: II-r og is a selection for tfs , where k > 2. Let Then, there is a function a in C (K x I , Ro) satisfying sucå that B -11-t od satis/tes r € K, Proof. The proof is by induction on dimK. When dimK:0, the space K is a finite set. So, the existence of the function o with the required properties follows immediately from Corollary 3.4 when dimK :0.
Suppose now that n is a positive integer, dim K : n, and that the proposition holds for simplicial complexes having dimension less than n. Recall that å(o) denotes the barycenter of a simplex o and that (K"-r, Sr-r) The construction of the function a will be made in two steps. We first define o ,n fr as follows:
q(e,D: o(a((,'),4((,'),0,r), ((,r (ii) d(h*@),F(*,1*-1,*))) (*:1,2,...) converges to 0 whenever lim--."(llh *(*) -ä-+r(r)ll * dist (h*(*),/-(r))) : 0. Moreover, if H is a closed set contained in E such that {t*} "on "rges uniformly on H and the seguence {lln^ -hm+rll + dist(lz-,rbå} converges uniformly to 0 on H, then the sequenc" {d(ö(.),F(.,1* -t,-]))} aJso converges uniformly to0onH.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.1. We first construct a sequence ö*: X --C(Sk) (* : !,2,. .. ) of continuous functions by using Lemma 5.4 such that h* is a selection for $* and tlt^(r) c ö*(") for all u in X. We then use the same homotopy om as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. The proof will use a different homotopy joining ä,,, and hn+r. Let {E*} be an nondecreasing sequence of closed sets whose union is .8. For each rn, let D* : {x e X : llh*(x) -hrn+tll S t1.
The set (E* n D^) x.[ has dimension less tha^n ,t by the product theorem of dimension theory [13, p. 33] . If B^: (E*nD*)x I ---,Sk is the natural homotopy from ä-to haql on E* l^tD-defined by mearrs of the unique geodesic joining t*(r) to ä-."1(c), then 0* h* oo as a^rr unstable value by Theorem 4.3. Let ),^: X x I + S* \ {*} be the homotopy corresponding to h^, h*+t and e-: lf m on E*n D* given by Lemma 5. 
